Background
==========

One in three community-dwelling persons over 65 years of age falls at least once a year and this rate increases rapidly with age, and frailty \[[@B1]\]. Gait and balance disorders are suggested to better predict imminent falls than risk factors in other domains such as impaired vision and medication \[[@B1],[@B2]\]. Therefore, the objective quantification of gait and balance disorders to detect persons who have high risk of falls is of utmost importance, especially in geriatric patients with cognitive decline who have a high tendency to fall.

Age-associated changes in gait characteristics, such as lower walking speed, reduced step length and increased step time have been interpreted as a more cautious, conservative gait pattern adopted to increase gait stability and decrease fall risk \[[@B3],[@B4]\]. A more conscious gait pattern, however, may require more cognitive control and result in an attention demanding form of locomotion. If walking requires more cognitive control and becomes less automated, it might be more prone to be influenced by concurrent (cognitive) dual tasks. Even in healthy persons, dual tasks have been shown to affect walking performance \[[@B5],[@B6]\]. With aging or pathologic conditions, gait changes in response to dual tasking might have a destabilizing effect on the gait pattern \[[@B7]-[@B9]\].

There is growing evidence that executive functions, plays an important role in the ability to perform a motor and cognitive task simultaneously in elderly \[[@B10]-[@B12]\]. Particularly in frail elderly and in persons with Alzheimer\'s disease, performance of a cognitive task during a motor task is reported to be associated with changes in gait stability and increased fall risk \[[@B10],[@B13],[@B14]\]. Stability is a significant component of standing balance and walking. A relatively new approach to quantify gait and balance stability is by means of time dependent analyses of variability using measures derived from the theory of stochastic dynamics \[[@B13],[@B15]-[@B17]\]. In contrast to more conventional measures, (e.g. mean stride time, walking velocity), which in the case of cyclic movements treat each cycle as being an independent event unrelated to previous or subsequent strides, the applied methods assess fluctuations throughout the gait cycle, and as such provide insight into how behaviour unfolds, taking into account previous states of the system (e.g., cycle trajectory). Applying more traditional measures may mask the temporal variations of the gait pattern due to averaging procedures. A variety of dynamic measures has been used to quantify these time dependent variations in gait patterns, including Detrended Fluctuations Analysis \[[@B17]\], Sample Entropy \[[@B18]\], and Lyapunov exponents \[[@B19]\]. Although conceptually different, these measures assume that walking ability is reflected in dynamic characteristics, in terms of variability in, or local stability of gait patterns. The outcome variables obtained from studies using these methods, have proven to be sensitive to differences between various patient groups and between conditions and are suggested to be related to increased fall risk \[[@B4],[@B9],[@B19]-[@B22]\]. Hence, these dynamic parameters may have more power to differentiate between groups and to screen for high risk fallers, particularly in frail elderly whose fall risk might be enhanced by a cognitive impairment. We complemented the stride related measures with measures that quantify time varying patterns of trunk movements during walking and that are closely related to dynamic balance control during walking and standing. The aim of the present study was to examine gait stability and variability of geriatric patients with and without cognitive impairment under normal and dual task walking conditions. Based on previous studies, showing increased stride-to-stride variability during dual tasking and in elderly \[[@B4],[@B14],[@B22],[@B23]\], and in line with the theoretical concept that health is characterized by \'organized\' variability, while disease is defined by changes in the structure of variability \[[@B24]\], we hypothesized that dual tasking induced changes in the structure of the variability and decreased local stability of trunk acceleration patterns. Moreover, we anticipated that frail elderly patients with cognitive impairment would be more affected in their capacity to divide attention between a cognitive and a motor task simultaneously, resulting in less stable and more variable gait coordination than cognitive intact frail elderly patients.

Methods
=======

Participants
------------

Twenty six elderly were recruited on the geriatric day clinic of the hospital Slotervaart in Amsterdam. See Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} for the population characteristics. Subjects were included if they were 70 years of age or older and able to walk inside without an assistive device. Participants with a mobility impairment based on neurological or orthopaedic disorders limiting one or both legs were excluded as well as participants who did not understand the instructions. The IADL (Instrumental Activities of Daily living \[[@B25]\] was administered to assess dependency in daily life and the CCI (Charlson Comorbidity Index) \[[@B26]\] was determined to index the presence of co-morbidity in this geriatric group of patients. In all participants, the Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) \[[@B27]\] and the Seven Minute Screen (SMS) \[[@B28]\] were administered. Participants were divided into two groups, one group suffering from cognitive impairment (MMSE \< 23 and with a clinical diagnosis of Alzheimer\'s disease according to the criteria of the Alzheimer\'s Association , N = 13) and one group of cognitively unimpaired elderly (MMSE \> 26; N = 13) \[[@B29]\]. Both groups differed significantly with respect to SMS scores with exception of the clock drawing subtest, and the IADL score, and not with respect to the CCI index (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). The study was approved by the Medical Ethical Committee of the Slotervaart Hospital. Written informed consent was obtained from the participant and/or the caretaker (or legal attorney).

###### 

Population characteristics, cognitive and activity of daily living test scores

                  whole group      cognitive intact   cognitive impaired   group differences\*   
  --------------- ---------------- ------------------ -------------------- --------------------- ----------
  Men/women (n)   10/16            6/7                4/9                                        
  Age (y)         81.00 ± 5.13     79.38 ± 5.55       82.62 ± 4.29         1.31                  0.19
  Length (cm)     165.17 ± 9.10    166.00 ± 8.05      164.35 ± 11.75       0.59                  0.55
  Weight (kg)     67.52 ± 12.90    72.59 ± 11.97      62.45 ± 12.16        2.18                  0.03
  MMSE            23.12 ± 5.81     28.23 ± 1.09       18.00 ± 3.54         4.36                  \< 0.001
  SMS             61.74 ± 109.73   -2.13 ± 15.91      125.62 ±125.81       3.82                  \< 0.001
  BTO             17.65 ± 31.04    1.00 ± 3.61        34.31 ± 37.32        3.45                  0.001
  ECR             9.73 ± 9.73      12.62 ± 3.15       6.85 ± 4.41          3.11                  0.002
  CD              9.00 ± 3.43      10.00 ± 2.35       8.01 ± 4.10          1.17                  0.243
  VF              10.19 ± 3.95     12.54 ± 3.02       7.85 ± 3.39          3.40                  \< 0.001
  IADL            4.69 ± 5.04      7.54 ± 5.29        1.85 ± 2.73          2.89                  0.003
  CCI             2.00 ± 1.26      2.15 ± 1.34        1.85 ± 1.23          0.62                  0.58

Values are mean ± standard deviations. Statistical differences between the cognitive intact and cognitive impaired participants are indicated by z- and p-values (based on Mann-Whitney test). Abbreviations: MMSE = Minimal Mental Scale examination; Range: 0-30, scores \< 23 indicating cognitive impairment. SMS = Seven Minute Screening test, higher values indicate cognitive impairment, low or negative values the absence of cognitive impairment. BTO = The Benton Temporal Orientation; Range: 0 = intact orientation 113 = severe disorientation; ECR = Enhanced Cued Recall, Range: 0-16; CD = Clock drawing, maximum score = 14; VF = Verbal Fluency task, range: 0-45.; IADL = Instrumental Activities of Daily living, maximal dependency = score of 14; CCI = Charlson Comorbidity Index.

Procedure
---------

Participants walked for 3 minutes (about 160 m) in a well-lit, empty 40 m long corridor at self-selected speed. Walking was performed once without and once while performing a verbal dual task. In the dual task condition, participants were asked to perform a letter fluency task in which the subject had to name as many words starting with a predefined letter \"R\" or \"G\"\[[@B30]\]. This task relies on set-shifting and speed of processing which is considered an executive function. During walking with the dual task, participants were instructed not to prioritize either one of the tasks. Participants performed the task also seated during three minutes. The number of different words was counted.

During walking trials, trunk accelerations in 3 orthogonal directions were measured with a tri-axial ambulant accelerometer (64×64×13 mm; DynaPort^®^MiniMod, McRoberts BV, The Hague, the Netherlands), fixed with an elastic belt at the level of third lumbar spine segment close to the centre of mass \[[@B31]\]. Sample frequency was 100 Hz.

Data analysis
-------------

Anterior-posterior and medio-lateral acceleration time series were analyzed. All time series were corrected for horizontal tilt and low pass filtered with a 3^th^order Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency of 20 Hz. From the anterior-posterior acceleration signal, time indices of left and right foot contacts were determined. From these foot contact moments stride times were calculated by subtracting subsequent foot contact times of the same foot. For all participants and conditions, at least 150 successive strides (leaving start and end steps out) were included in all analyses, however bends in the circuit, were removed from the data using a median filter \[[@B32]\]

For each participant and condition, walking speed, mean and coefficient of variation (CV) of stride times were calculated. Stride frequency was defined as the inverse of the mean left and right stride time intervals. Phase variability index (PVI) was calculated, based on the mean and variability of relative phases between consecutive contralateral foot contacts \[[@B33]\]. Lower PVI values represent more consistent timing and gait symmetry.

For medio-lateral and anterior-posterior trunk accelerations, the magnitudes of the time series were calculated as the root mean squares (RMS) and peak accelerations within strides were determined. In addition, time dependent variations of stride variables and trunk acceleration patterns were calculated. Specifically, the structure of stride variability (stride-to-stride variability) and trunk accelerations patterns were assessed as indicators of dynamic balance ability during walking, using the scaling exponent α (DFA) \[[@B34]\], the local stability exponent (LSE)\[[@B35]\] and the sample entropy (SEn) \[[@B18]\], which are briefly described below. For a mathematical explanation see the associated references and for applications see references \[[@B16],[@B36]\].

Perturbations of stability do not inevitably only come from outside, even during unimpeded walking, \'small scale\' perturbations created by neuromuscular noise \[[@B37]\] continuously perturb the locomotor system. These perturbations may manifest themselves as the natural variations exhibited during walking, for instance in the stride-to-stride variability or in terms of changes in so-called local stability. Whereas the standard deviation or coefficient of variation of stride times provide information about the magnitude of stride variability, the extent to which stride interval time series exhibited long range correlations (i.e. similar patterns of variation across multiple time scales) is quantified by the α of Detrended Fluctuations Analysis (DFA). Before applying DFA, outliers in the stride time data, caused by the turns in the circuit, were removed from the data using a median filter\[[@B32]\]. If the outcome variable α is between 0.5 and 1, this indicates the presence of long range correlations in the time series, i.e. future fluctuations are better predicted by past fluctuation and accordingly indicate a stable more structured pattern if α get near 1. For uncorrelated time-series (e.g. white noise) α = 0.5. When 0 \< α \< 0.5 a different type of power-law correlation exist such that large and small values of the time-series are likely to alternate. When α increases above 1 to 1.5, behaviour is no longer determined by power law. DFA was applied to stride time, as well as to medio-lateral and anterior-posterior trunk accelerations.

The ability to resist perturbations was assessed by means of maximum finite time lyapunov exponents or so called local stability exponents (LSE) \[[@B35]\]. The size of the LSE quantifies the average rate of divergence of initially nearby trajectories in state space over a specified finite time interval. In a stable system, nearby trajectories will converge with time, whereas in an unstable system initially nearby trajectories will diverge with time \[[@B35]\]. When a LSE is negative, any perturbation in the gait pattern will exponentially damp out and initially nearby trajectories remain close. In contrast, for larger LSE values, nearby points diverge as time evolves and produce instability. The time delay estimated was 10% of the gait cycle for all reconstructed state spaces. Following previous studies, an embedding dimension of 5 was chosen, since this has been proven to be appropriate for kinematic gait data. Δt =1 -3 strides. As average stride times were different for participants walking with different speeds, the time axes for the LSE curves of trunk acceleration were rescaled per trial by multiplying by the average stride frequency \[[@B38]\].

The degree of predictability or repeatable pattern features in acceleration time series was indexed by means of the SEn \[[@B18]\]. A periodic time series is completely predictable and will have a SEn of zero. SEn is defined as the negative natural logarithm of an estimate of the conditional probability of epochs of length *m*(in this study *m*= 5) that match point-wise within a tolerance *r*and repeats itself for m+1 points. Small SEn values are associated with great regularity while large SEn values represent a small chance of similar data being repeated. The data were first normalized to unit variance, rendering the outcome scale-independent. Software available at PhysioNet was used to calculate SEn\[[@B39]\].

Statistical analysis
--------------------

Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS version 14.0. Level of significance was set at p \< 0.05. Non-parametric statistics was applied since normality assumptions were not met for most of the outcome variables. Group effect and main condition effects were tested for significance using the Mann-Whitney test and Wilcoxon signed rank test. To examine the relation between SMS, MMSE scores and gait and trunk variables, Spearman correlations were calculated.

Results
=======

Condition effects
-----------------

The number of enumerating words did not differ significantly (z = 0.12; *p*= 0.91) between dual (walking; 15.6 ± 4.5) and single task (sitting; 16.0 ± 8.3).

Walking speed and stride frequency decreased significantly under the dual task condition, while stride-to-stride variability increased (α decreased), mean stride time, CV of stride times, and the PVI increased significantly (Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Effect of dual tasking on gait variables.

  Variables                        Walking        Dual Tasking   z- value   p
  -------------------------------- -------------- -------------- ---------- ----------
                                                                            
  speed (m/sec)                    0.92 ± 0.24    0.80 ± 0.21    4.31       \< 0.001
  stride frequency (strides/sec)   0.82 ± 0.11    0.77 ± 0.11    3.95       \< 0.001
  mean stride time (sec)           1.23 ± 0.18    1.33 ± 0.17    3.87       \< 0.001
  CV stride time (%)               3.61 ± 2.30    4.41 ± 2.34    2.83       0.005
  PVI (%)                          15.08 ± 7.60   17.68 ± 8.49   3.54       \< 0.001
  α stride times                   0.85 ± 0.14    0.77 ± 0.15    2.48       0.013

Values during walking and dual tasking for: walking speed, stride frequency, mean and coefficient of variation (CV) of stride times, the phase variability index (PVI) and stride-to-stride variability (α). Values are mean ± standard deviations. Statistical differences between conditions are indicated by z- and *p*-values (based on Wilcoxon signed rank test).

During dual tasking, the RMS and peak values of anterior-posterior and medio-lateral trunk accelerations, as well as stride-to-stride variability (α) were significantly lower (all *p*\< 0.001) compared to normal walking, whereas the LSE in anterior-posterior and medio-lateral trunk accelerations were significantly (*p*\< 0.001) increased, indicating decreased stability (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Dual tasking further significantly decreased the regularity as indicated by a larger SEn of anterior-posterior trunk accelerations (*p*= 0.03) but not of medio-lateral accelerations.

![**Effect of dual tasking**. Boxplots of significant (all p \< 0.05) effects of dual tasking on medio-lateral (ML) and anterior-posterior (AP) trunk accelerations patterns. The lower and upper lines of the box are the 25th and 75th percentiles of the sample. The line in the middle of the box is the sample median. The vertical lines extending above and below the box show the extent of the rest of the sample](1743-0003-8-2-1){#F1}

Group effect
------------

No significant difference in the number of enumerating words during walking was found between cognitively intact and cognitively impaired elderly (14.4 ± 1.2 vs. 16.8 ± 1.4, respectively; *p*= 0.19), indicating that all participants could perform the task.

For walking without dual tasking, no significant group differences were found for any of the gait or trunk variables. However, when walking while performing a dual task, significant differences were observed for the RMS of the medio-lateral trunk accelerations (z = 1.97, *p*= 0.04), the structure of variability (α) of the medio-lateral trunk accelerations (z = 2.64, *p*= 0.008), and for trunk anterior-posterior peak accelerations (z = 1.92, *p =*0.05). Lower values of α for medio-lateral trunk accelerations in the cognitive impaired elderly indicated a less correlated (more random) trunk acceleration pattern than in the cognitive intact group. In addition, significant group effects were observed for PVI (z = -2.18, *p*= 0.03) and stride-to-stride variability (z = -2.13, *p*= 0.03), both implying an increased variability of gait timing in the cognitive impaired elderly (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, walking velocity and mean and CV of stride times were not significantly different between groups (Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}).

![**Group differences**. Boxplots of significant (all p \< 0.05) differences between the cognitive impaired and cognitive intact elderly on trunk variability of ML trunk acceleration patterns as quantified by the RMS and the α and of stride-to-stride variability quantified by the phase variability index (PVI) and the α of the stride-to-stride fluctuations. The lower and upper lines of the box are the 25th and 75th percentiles of the sample. The line in the middle of the box is the sample median. The vertical lines extending above and below the box show the extent of the rest of the data.](1743-0003-8-2-2){#F2}

###### 

Group effect on gait variables.

  Variables                           Cognitive intact   Cognitive impaired   z- value   p
  ------------------------ ---------- ------------------ -------------------- ---------- -------
                                                                                         
  speed (m/sec)            Walk       0.95 ± 0.21        0.88 ± 0.27          0.404      ns
                           Walk +DT   0.78 ± 0.24        0.83 ± 0.20          0.293      ns
  stride frequency         Walk       0.84 ± 0.09        0.80 ± 0.12          0.686      ns
  (strides/sec)            Walk +DT   0.77 ± 0.12        0.78 ± 0.10          0.692      ns
  mean stride time (sec)   Walk       1.20 ± 1.44        1.27 ± 0.19          0.564      ns
                           Walk +DT   1.32 ± 0.19        1.29 ± 0.16          0.692      ns
  CV stride time (%)       Walk       2.95 ± 1.77        4.20 ± 2.70          0.564      ns
                           Walk +DT   5.00 ± 2.67        3.67 ± 1.67          1.20       ns
  PVI (%)                  Walk       11.29 ± 7.43       15.87 ± 5.89         1.32       ns
                           Walk +DT   20.84 ± 8.51       14.32 ± 8.02         2.18        0.03
  α stride times           Walk       0.87 ± 0.15        0.84 ± 0.16          0.86       ns
                           Walk +DT   0.74 ± 0.15        0.84 ± 0.11          2.23        0.03

Values for the cognitive impaired (CI) and cognitive intact elderly for\" walking speed, stride frequency, mean and coefficient of variation (CV) of stride times, the phase variability index (PVI) and stride-to-stride variability (α).Values are mean ± standard deviations. Statistical differences between conditions are indicated by z- and *p*-values (based on Mann-Whitney U test).

Overall, correlations between MMSE, SMS scores, and stride and trunk acceleration measures were low (r \< 0.3). Within the cognitive impaired group, the associations were higher for several gait measures (see Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). Of the SMS tests, the temporal orientation and verbal fluency subtests correlated moderately to high (range 0.5-0.7) with the gait variables, whereas no association was found for the clock drawing and enhanced cued recall subtests.

###### 

Association between cognitive function and gait variables during dual tasking

                              speed       mean ST     PVI         CV stride times   α strides   RMS anterior-posterior   LSE anterior-posterior   Peak acc. m
  -------------------- ------ ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------------- ----------- ------------------------ ------------------------ -------------
  Cognitive impaired   MMSE   0.70\*\*    -0.72\*\*   -0.68\*\*   -0.68\*\*         0.32        -0.56\*                  -0.74\*\*                0.62\*
                       SMS    -0.66\*\*   0.57\*      0.67\*\*    0.37              -0.56\*     0.50\*                   0.43                     -0.63\*
  Cognitive intact     MMSE   0.08        -0.36       0.14        -0.14             -0.17       -0.26                    0.61\*                   -0.19
                       SMS    0.10        0.29        -0.28       0.36              -0.28       0.38                     0.19                     -0.30

\*\*P \< 0.01; \* P \< 0.05; Spearman correlations

Correlations between the mini mental state examination (MMSE) scores, the Seven Minute Screening (SMS) test scores and walking speed, mean, coefficient of variation (CV), phase variability index (PVI) and long range correlations of stride times , the root means square (RMS) and local stability exponent (LSE) of anterior-posterior accelerations and the medio-lateral peak acceleration.

Discussion
==========

The goal of the present study was to assess the effects of dual tasking on gait stability and variability of frail elderly with and without cognitive impairment. We expected that the effect of dual tasking and differences between the cognitive impaired and cognitive intact frail elderly would reveal in the structure of variability of medio-lateral and anterior-posterior trunk accelerations and in stride variability measures, rather than in general velocity and stride time variables.

In general, all participants altered their gait pattern in response to dual tasking by decreasing walking speed and increasing stride time. However, despite lower walking speed, trunk accelerations patterns were more irregular and variable and local stability was decreased in the dual task condition. In addition, stride variability was increased and less structured as quantified by the larger PVI and a decline in the measure α of the DFA. Thus, although the slowing of gait while performing a dual task could reflect an adaptation to more difficult circumstances, the resulting trunk adaptations showed a consistent and therefore statistically significant instability factor, possibly leading to an increased fall risk. These results support the notion that gait is not merely an automated motor activity, but utilizes higher levels of cognitive input, particularly in this population of frail elderly.

Interestingly, no significant differences between the cognitive intact and cognitive impaired elderly were found in gait variables under single task condition. In line with the findings of the study of Toulotte et al.\[[@B40]\], who found differences in gait variables between fallers and non-fallers only in dual task conditions, dual tasking appears to affect walking stronger in de cognitive impaired elderly than in the non-cognitive elderly. This could also explain why over the whole group no significant correlation was observed between the cognitive scores and scores on the test indicative for executive function (clock drawing) and gait variables. However, within the cognitively impaired group, significant associations between cognitive function and several variability measures were found. Walking speed was strongly related to the MMSE and total SMS scores for the cognitive impaired subject but not for the cognitive intact subjects. Moreover walking speed did not discriminate between cognitively impaired and intact participants. This can be explained by the ceiling effect on the MMSE values for the cognitive intact subjects, that is the MMSE values show very little between subject variation, while between subject variation in walking speed is about similar in both groups. In line with our findings, other studies reported weak associations between executive function and/or attention and gait variables under standard walking conditions, that became stronger when walking while performing a dual task \[[@B9],[@B41],[@B42]\]. This association, however, was not observed in healthy subjects. In patients without cognitive impairment however, executive function is found to be independently associated with gait function \[[@B42]\].

So, the relation between cognitive functioning and gait variability becomes more visible when the task is more challenging and with a gait pattern that is already impaired, such as in the frail elderly or in patients with Alzheimer\'s disease. Simultaneously, executed attention demanding tasks compete for attention. In contrast to healthy young and elderly people, who in such situations give priority to the walking task at the cost of lower performance on the cognitive task \[[@B43]\], the stability and variability of the gait pattern deteriorated for all our patients while the quality of the cognitive task was similar in the sitting and walking condition. It is unclear why our subjects prioritise the cognitive task (no such instructions were given), but the same findings have been reported for different patient groups and the favour of one activity over the other might depend on task complexity \[[@B7],[@B44]\].

In line with previous studies, we found that measures of stride variability and consistency were more sensitive to detect gait changes due to dual tasking than more global gait measures such as gait speed \[[@B9],[@B44]\]. We complemented these stride related measures with trunk measures that are closely related to dynamic balance control during walking and standing. Presumably, the stability and the pattern of variability of the trunk movements is indicative of the adaptability and the ability to react adequately to withstand small perturbations \[[@B7],[@B16]\]. The results signify that a more detailed knowledge on gait coordination acquired from this type of analyses might help to identify those who are able to adapt walking ability and those who are not and are thus at greater risk for falls.

Clinically, fall risk is currently quantified mainly by counting the number of falls over a specific time span, for example by using a fall-diary. However, this is a time consuming method and has proven to be not reliable especially in patients who are forgetful \[[@B45]\]. Moreover, falling is an extreme symptom of loss of balance, and one would like to detect the risk of falling in an earlier phase. Although no direct clinical conclusions can be drawn with respect to the detection of falls, our results point out that a combination of accelerometry and off-line dynamical analysis to quantify stride as well as trunk variability and stability provides an objective instrument for screening persons at high risk. Hence, it can be a diagnostic tool for the clinician to examine gait ability and associated fall-risk. Notwithstanding the immediate benefits of accelerometric systems for clinical purposes (i.e., compact and easy-to-use, the subject\'s minimal awareness of the measuring process on the part of the subject), they also have several drawbacks such as the need to pre-process the data, and the translation to clinically applicable outcome measures. These processes are being automated and simplified for clinical use.

A limitation of the present study is that the groups were small. We nevertheless found significant differences due to dual tasking and between groups. Furthermore, the cognitive intact elderly of our study attended the diagnostic geriatric outpatient clinic for multiple problems, and used multiple medications. Therefore, we did apply a post-hoc analysis with covariate medications but found no significant differential effect between both groups.

Conclusions
===========

In conclusion, the results of the present study provide further support that changes in cognitive functioning are likely to contribute to an increased fall risk, especially in frail elderly when tasks such as walking requires more attention and are combined with concurrent (cognitive) tasks. Walking under dual-task conditions could therefore be helpful when screening individuals with gait impairments and those at risk for falling, as this appears to unmask gait impairments that can provoke falls. We further showed that these impairments can be best discerned by variability and stability measures. When noticing gait instability, future falls might be prevented, by early intervention focusing on fall prevention.
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